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Preparing Cryogenic Specimens with FEI Vitrobot 
Electron Microscopy Core, University of Utah 

 
Critical steps marked with asterisk 
 
 
1.  Turn on Vitrobot and (OPTIONAL) set to desired temperature and humidity. 
-turn on compressed air, air pressure should be about 90 psi 
-if you want to have higher than ambient humidity, you will probably need to add 
water to the humidifier 
2.  Cool cryogenic container 
-pour liquid nitrogen into brass cup and let overflow until remainder of container 
(liquid nitrogen reservoir) is full 
3.  Make liquid ethane (or propane) 
*REMOVE ANY SOURCE THAT MIGHT INITIATE COMBUSTION 
-after liquid nitrogen has disappeared from the brass cup, the container should be cold 
enough to make liquid ethane 
-insert tip of hose (glass Pasteur pipet works well as a tip) into brass container 
-turn on gas 
-moving tip may prevent a part of the brass cup from becoming too warm 
-be sure that the brass cup is thermally connected to the liquid nitrogen reservoir 
4.  Put clean pads of filter paper on blotters (in environmental chamber) 
-use clean gloves 
5.  During steps 6–10 ensure that  
a.  the reservoir contains a reasonable amount of liquid nitrogen. 
b.  the ethane (or propane) remains liquid or a slush.  If ice forms warm by inverting the 
thermal connector (that connects brass cup and liquid nitrogen reservoir. 
6.  Place grid on tweezers and insert tweezers onto Vitrobot shaft 
-Click "Place Grid" 
7.  Set appropriate settings for specimen 
-set blotting time 
-set offset (where blotting pad will contact specimen) 
-(OPTIONAL) set wait time 
-Note that these settings should be done before continuing.  Otherwise the run will have 
to be aborted. 
8.  Continue as prompted by Vitrobot software 
-apply sample to grid after grid is dropped within the environmental chamber (after 
pressing "Start Process" button) 
9.  After specimen is frozen, remove tweezers from shaft and place specimen in grid box 
*specimen must be kept cold (preferably submerged in liquefied ethane or nitrogen 
10.  Transfer grid box to cryo-transfer station or liquid-nitrogen storage dewar 
11.  Turn off Vitrobot—including compressed air 
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12.  Tips 
-Blotting is not necessarily reproducible even for established samples: 

-use multiple blotting times and grid types, especially for a new sample or for new 
conditions, such as changes in buffer, salt concentration, or temperature 

-If you have vitrified the same sample many times, consider varying blotting times 
by one or two seconds. 

-Glow discharge grids before using. 
-Let cloud formed by water vapor dissipate before transferring grid to grid box (step 9) 
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